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DEC 1 – 5, 1997 1 YEAR 1 MONTH  LAST
AGO AGO WEEK

Market Cap (RM bil) 811.04 513.80 393.35
— Main Board 754.84 468.48 363.37
— Second Board 56.2 45.3 30.0
KLCI (pts) 1,224.94 733.76 607.40
SBI (pts) 563.87 361.95 235.22
3-mth Klibor 7.355 8.650 9.010
RM/US$ 2.511 3.250 3.735

WEEKLY VOLUME LEADERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
Innovest 1.04 1.20 0.97 -0.17 -14.05 29.4
Sime Darby 3.96 4.00 3.30 0.46 13.14 24.5
Tenaga Nasional 7.25 7.30 5.90 0.75 11.54 18.8
Magnum 2.37 2.37 2.12 0.10 4.41 16.9
TRI 3.00 3.04 2.47 0.16 5.63 16.8

WEEKLY TOP GAINERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
BSinger—C 2.30 2.30 1.00 1.305 131.16 0.7
Prime Utilities 6.50 7.60 2.97 3.06 88.95 2.4
Prime—W 1.22 1.60 0.60 0.54 79.41 4.1
Actacorp—W 5.15 5.15 2.53 2.01 64.01 0.4
WTHB—W 0.495 0.600 0.285 0.165 50.00 0.8

WEEKLY TOP LOSERS
counter Close High Low +/- +/- Vol

(RM) (RM) (RM) (RM) (%) (m)
SMPC Metal 3.28 7.20 3.08 -3.92 -54.44 0.2
PK—W 0.25 0.35 0.22 -0.25 -50.00 0.2
Denko 1.88 2.62 1.68 -1.86 -49.73 9.7
Global Carriers 4.14 8.05 4.10 -3.91 -48.57 0.3
Scientex—W 0.82 1.50 0.82 -0.68 -45.33 0.1
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ECONOMICS & STRATEGY
Return of confidence to the KLSE, but painful economic adjustments are necessary

Friday’s announcements by DPM Anwar Ibrahim on tough economic measures come as a surprise wake-up
call; it does say something about abandoning the blame-and-denial attitude to full recognition of the finan-
cial and confidence crisis besieging the country. That came after the regional economic situation had deterio-
rated significantly; South Korea took to the IMF in history’s biggest bailout, Yamaichi’s collapse in Japan,
the ringgit’s all-time low of RM3.86/US$, and investor confidence at its lowest.

The measures proposed has one strategic importance — to strengthen the country’s resilience and self-
reliance in withstanding any systemic risks. This remains the most crucial agenda to fend off an IMF bailout
at this stage. Among the bitter prescriptions:

■ a revision to GDP growth from 6-7% to 4-5% for 1998, in recognition of the regional economic woes;

■ an 18% cut in government operating and development expenditure, on top of the 2% already proposed
during the Oct 17’s Budget announcement;

■ rescheduling of lumpy imports of ships, tankers, aircraft and other big-ticket equipment;

■ postponing ongoing construction projects that are not strategic to improving the efficiency of the economy,
including scaling down or extending road development contracts

■ a stop to reverse investments (which amounted to RM7b in 1H97), especially those requiring large amount
of foreign borrowings;

■ restriction on lending to the property sector outside the low and medium-cost developments;

■ requirement for greater disclosure on non-performing loans, loan exposure by sector, provisions and in-
terest-in-suspense in banks’ financial statements;

■ no bailout of corporate or individual borrowers if loans to these parties are no longer viable, except under
temporary cashflow problems caused by the currency depreciation;

■ a halt on development approvals to housing projects outside the low and medium cost housing needs;

■ a freeze on corporate finance activities, including new issues, rights issues and  corporate restructurings;

■ promotion of responsible corporate -governance, transparency, accountability and high disclosure stand-
ards in the corporate sector

Admittedly, Malaysia’s initial response to the regional currency crisis has brought unwarranted attack on its
economy. As a result, it stands out in Asean in a way that hardly does justice to its fundamentals. The latest
moves, in our view, have removed the issue of perception and re-focused efforts on crisis management. That
decision, however, has its irony. While they should serve the country’s economic resilience and lift sagging
confidence, the same cannot be conclusive for the prospect of equity investing in the short term.

The risks lie in the need to explain certain parts of that announcement pertaining to lending to property
development activities outside the strict definition of low and medium-cost housing, a complete halt in hous-
ing approvals, as well as confusion over the status of restructurings within the MRCB-NSTP-TV3 and UEM-
Renong groups.
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Economic consequences: The fallout of this economic slowdown has only manifested in the stockmarket
collapse; it has yet to affect the real sectors of the economy in any noticeable way. There are painful adjust-
ments to be made in the light of lower GDP growth target of 4-5% in 1998. There will be consequences to the
18% cut in the Federal spending budget (amounting to some RM12b).

Already, a spate of corporate results by Pacific & Orient, AMMB and Renong group to Sept 97 is proving to be
nightmarish. We expect that earnings contraction to be sharper in the next six months. Economic slowdown
and austerity discipline, in our optimistic views, are expected to work its way into 2H98. If financial institu-
tions are truly given the free hand to observe banking prudency, what will likely follow are perhaps greater
instances of loan provisions, margin calls and business foreclosures. That looks highly possible in the cur-
rent debilitating cost of interest servicing.

Interest rates have shown some restraint in their movements last week. The 3-months Klibor eased margin-
ally to 9.01% last week. But that is just a blip in the big-picture trend: BLR for Dec 97 is certain to nudge
another 40 basis points to 10.7%, based on November’s average 3-month Klibor of 8.49% announced by Bank
Negara. Barring some sharp about-turn on its tight monetary policy, interest rates will continue to firm up
into January next year, given the early trends of the 3-month Klibor trends in December (above 9%).

Needless to say, the measures to rein in lending to the non-productive sector of property developments are
negative to the industry propects. The tendency to slam the brakes on such activities and thwart lendings is
uncalled for. There is a need to make some distinctions between viable and speculative projects.

Political consequences: Friday’s reality check could certainly have not come without some political dex-
terity on the part of Anwar and its carefully-assuaged implications. That such a drastic resolution came only
days after the PM’s unyielding views on mega-projects and banking prudence is not only embarassing but
also suggests underlying differences in policy disunity. Three issues stand out as potentially thorny:

■ the expose of RM5m renovation budget for the residence of Selangor’s chief minister Abu Hassan Omar.

■ the cancellation or deferment of a substantial part of the RM10b landbridge project linking Penang and
Songkhla, Thailand

■ the freeze on corporate restructurings and the passing of regulatory powers from the Foreign Investment
Committee to the Securities Commission in respect to takeover matters involving “national interests.”

In the case of the RM5m renovation budget, one cannot help but be amazed by its timing and revelation. If at
all a political significance is to be attached to this news, it is this: to smear the chief minister who was hand-
picked by the Prime Minister.

Dr Mahathir is used to taking a close interest in the realisation of high-profile developments; the RM10b
landbridge, with his stamp of approval as recent as Wednesday (Cabinet-meeting day?), is no different. To
have been downsized and deferred the next day is also disconcerting, to say the least.

The move to usurp the regulatory functions of the Foreign Investment Committee, a unit of the Prime Min-
ister’s Department, can also be perceived as yet another challenge to the authority of the premier. What will
transpire in the ensuing months, however, may not bear out the expected political confrontation; Malaysia
can ill-afford such an outcome at this stage.
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With his political future now assured, there is clearly no benefit for Anwar to prematurely challenge Dr
Mahathir head-long. But it is also valid to argue that the man credited with a decade of economic success will
not bow out amidst economic shambles. The key event to watch, in our opinion, is the Umno branch elections
in the middle of next year. Those  elections will choose delegates for Umno general assembly in Oct/Nov 1999
when the new line-up is voted in. The delegates, and their political allegiances, will provide conclusive evi-
dence if Anwar will wait beyond 1999 for his ascendancy to the premiership.

Investment strategy: We expect the market to continue its climb from Friday's 5.5% rise.The stockmarket
is a good bellwether to current economic developments, and often reacts first ahead of the real economy — in
both directions. For this week, we would be against the idea of chasing stocks in the market uptrend. The
latest move by Anwar has its economic and political consequences that call for vigilance in investing. [David
Yong 466-3929]


